Citizen’s Comments on Chickens

August 4, 2022

I live at xxxxx Dowden Circle in Poolesville. I'm writing in support of keeping hens in backyards within
Poolesville. Advantages include fresh eggs, insect control, and practical lessons for our kids about
responsibility. Currently our kids look after chickens at their school and love caring for them.
Disadvantages include attracting foxes (raccoons, etc) and the possibility of chicks turning out to be
roosters. As long as we can make it easy to donate accidental roosters to local farms, the advantages
outweigh the disadvantages.

I fully support the backyard Hen initiative and think it is paramount that we in the ag reserve are able to
participate in this low-impact, high-reward activity. Chickens make wonderful pets, and are easy to care
for. Common sense goes a long way to stave off fears from the past from a couple of poorly managed
(pigeon) households. For those of us that have interest in doing this, we just want a few hens to allow
our kids to gain experience with raising animals, learning compassion & care, and also providing a
nutritious food source. In this ever changing world, it is going to be more and more important to be able
to be as self-sustaining as possible. I think with proper regulations in place, like limiting the number of
hens, prohibiting roosters, requiring registration/licensing, and proper recourse for those that do not
abide properly, we can make sure this is a successful venture. There are studies that show that this
does not cause rodent infestation or smells that would decrease property value or quality of life for
neighboring households. I have experienced both mice in my house and foxes in my yard with
no chickens in sight. It's part of living where we do and I embrace it fully. I have also always dreamed
of having chickens, and was one of the things that was so exciting about moving to Poolesville . . .until
I read the "no Fowl" foul. I hope you will pass this legislation to allow us to fully participate in raising
hens. Thank you!

I want to make my position on Chickens in town I am completely against this. I don’t believe people will
keep the areas clean and sanitary. I also believe it will attract vermin and other animals. It’s bad
enough walking in my backyard and smell dog poop that my neighbor doesn’t cleanup. Please don’t
turn the town into a community of smelly chicken coops.

I am writing on behalf of the Wesmond Townhouse Association and would like to provide my
comments on the proposed ordinance to allow the keeping of chickens. Item 2 of the proposal
concerning setbacks states that "Coops or cages housing chickens shall be kept at least twenty-five
(25) feet from the closest door or window of any dwelling or occupied structure other than the owner’s
dwelling." This has the practical effect of prohibiting chickens from being kept in middle unit
townhouses, but may introduce the opportunity for them to be kept in end unit townhouses. Based on
the disparity and ambiguity that this would create, I believe it would be best to prohibit them from being
kept in any of the multifamily residential communities and that this be stated unambiguously in any
proposed ordinance. As an HOA board, we already receive a litany of complaints each year from
residents complaining about noise, animal waste, and other generally irresponsible behavior among
neighbors that has me concerned that this could turn into another avenue for homeowners' right of
peaceable enjoyment of their property to be infringed upon. Additionally, as an HOA board, we have
not received any expressions of interest from homeowners that they be allowed to raise chickens.

Please let me know if you would like to discuss further.

I have some serious concerns surrounding chicken maintenance, rule/code
enforcement (we have one part-time code enforcement officer), coop property line
set-backs, smells, roosters, predators, etc.
Even more important, in my book, is the importance of maintaining the overall
harmony of all of our residents, including the peaceful enjoyment of property, which is
a basic right accorded to both owners and tenants. Keeping our residents amicable
and in unity with each other, in the long term, is actually harder than it looks and has
shaped the direction of our leadership/planning, with few exceptions, over the last 20
years. It's a balancing act. We are a small town where most everyone knows each
other and, for the most part, gets along. Do we need to introduce a quality of life
variable that could pit neighbor against neighbor?
Part of the long term balancing act is taking into consideration who we have become
as our small town continues to evolve. We're truly a unique community with $1.5
million+ dollar homes within earshot of $250k townhomes. There is, and always has
been, an undercurrent of income disparity and class struggle in town (and if it's not
obvious then the town is both lucky and doing its job). When we are operating on all
cylinders, our town staff, our appointed boards, and our elected officials remember
that Poolesville is made up of an eclectic mix of old and new residents, high and low
incomes, small-lot neighborhoods and large-lot neighborhoods, and we make our
decisions for the overall good of the residents accordingly.
I am writing to support the chicken keeping initiative that my wife started. We have been keeping
backyard chickens for years and have never had issues with neighbors or the towns where we have
lived. If you keep a clean coop and make sure that your hens are well cared for, they are never a
problem.
Elizabeth has already shared factual documentation that supports this hobby as being a positive, joyful
experience for families to live more sustainably. The myths and misinformation about rodents and
predators are only a result of not securing chickens or their food properly. Educating neighbors about
responsible chicken keeping is the key and my wife has offered to teach workshops on this for our
town.
Please consider changing the zoning laws to allow residents to keep chickens legally, so that we can
come together as a community to do so in a responsible manner. Thank you for your time and
consideration.
Sincerely,
I am writing in support of passing new Town regulations that would allow for sensible guidelines to
enable residents to keep a small flock of hens.
Keeping poultry is in line with our ag identity, strengthens our local food system, contributes to more
healthful diets, minimizes the carbon footprint of our meals, and gives families the opportunity to teach
kids about producing food. There have been good points of concern and solid suggestions brought up
for this topic on the Town’s FB page and I believe people’s concerns should be addressed and
proactively dealt with in the new regulations.
Finally, I am a passionate gardener and fledgling bee keeper; I would love to add a few chickens to my
backyard but would only do so if in line with Town regulations. Thank you for your consideration of this
positive change to loca regulations and for all the work you do to make Poolesville a wonderful place.

I am writing to request that raising chickens in town limits please
not be allowed.
I am a property owner in town and have been for thirty years and I do
not want any chickens on any property adjoining mine. My property
value will indeed go down simply by people not wishing to purchase any
home next to a adjoining property with a coop.
Sent from my iPad chicken waste stinks something awful. They indeed
can draw vermin. People can talk about” if “the coop is properly
maintained, well who is going to enforce that or any of the other
rules?
I do not want one next to me and if the town makes the mistake of
allowing this chicken raising in side of town then PLEASE make it a
rule that anyone who is going to raise chickens must first obtain the
signed permission from each property owner that connects with the
property they intend to raise their chickens on and without signed
permission they cannot put coop or chickens on the requested property.
We DO NOT support the motion of chickens in the residential yards in
Poolesville.
Private homes in our planned communities are not farms. The local
farming community has specialized expertise, commitment, and equipment
to handle outdoor birds (and more).
We don’t believe anyone can ensure all chicken guidelines are met,
it’s just not realistic. Our town does not have the resources to
police this situation and volunteer residents are not empowered – nor
should they be watching private residences. Will we now need to keep
watch on our neighbors for chicken regulations?

